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Welcome to the first issue of Photo BootCamp Magazine!
I'm very excited to present the very first Photo BootCamp Magazine.
For several years, I have been helping new and experienced
photographers through my online courses, books and tutorials and
have recently launched Ph ot o Boot Cam p Academ y to take it to the
next level.
In Photo BootCamp, a group of talented and friendly photographers
come together regularly to support and encourage each other in
creating works of art they feel great about. The desire to expand the
reach of this amazing community of photographers was the impetus
for this magazine.

M y per son al m ission is t o m ak e ph ot ogr aph y f u n f or an yon e
w h o pick s u p a cam er a, w h et h er it be f or h obby or f or car eer .
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The art created by the members of this amazing community is the
focus of this publication. Each issue will be based on a BootCamp
Master Class & Challenge and will be published at the beginning of
each month. The most popular photos from the challenge will be
showcased here along with comments from other community
members, demonstrating the input, support, and encouragement
given.
In turn, my hope is that you will be inspired to create your very own
works of art and share them with others.
Enjoy this magazine & share it with your photo friends.
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Cover Image: JUDY WARD | CANADA
F/3.2 1/100 SEC ISO100 | 100MM M ACRO LENS
The original shot was taken using a tripod and
contained the whole flower, composed to
highlight the contrasting colours of the flower
and focus on the stigma. I deliberately cropped
it to highlight the stigma.

Ph o t o g r aph y w it h
Passio n

Ph o t o g r aph y w it h Passio n

?I f you lovewhat you do,
you?ll never work another
day in your life.?
~Mark Twain

Ph o t o g r aph y w it h Passio n
People the world over love a great photo! We all like
to tell stories and photography happens to be a really
great way to do that! It?s a universal ?language? that
transcends words. It goes straight to the heart and
soul.

Sh ar e...In spir e...Cr eat e
Here at Photo BootCamp, I?ve created a platform for
photographers around the world to come together
and share their images, to inspire and be inspired,
and to create their own works of art.
It?s a place where the members gather to support
one another in a positive and encouraging way while
working toward a common goal...the BootCamp
Monthly Challenge.

This month's challenge is Passion Pr oject .

A passion project is a long term project that has no
end. It?s something you can go back to whenever you
want, picking it up where you left off.

It?s always running in the background of your
mind, ready when you are. Most importantly...

a passion project is
something you
LOVE and are
passionateabout.
Wh y it 's im por t an t t o h ave a Passion
Pr oject
When we?re passionate about something we
are excited about it. And when we?re excited
we are willing to devote more time and energy
to it.
The purpose of Photo BootCamp?s Passion
Project is to inspire you to stretch your
creativity.
And in doing so - grow as a photographer,
which is my goal as your mentor...to help you
learn and grow.

M Y Passion Pr oject s ch an ged m y lif e?
When I took up photography as a pro 16 years
ago, my first passion project was action sports
and peak performance. I lived in Colorado at
the time, so I took many snowboarding photos
in the winter and BMX photos in the warmer
months.
When we moved to Australia, I kept at sports,
but switched my focus to tennis and eventually
surfing.

I love how with the first impression, you?re not
quite sure what you?re looking at, but then you
figure it out. And I absolutely love taking
pictures over the ocean!

Pic k yo ur passio n
Now that you know a bit more about the
Passion Project, what is YOUR passion?
Here are a few questions you can answer to get
the creative juices flowing:
1. What moves you?

Surfing is where I got my very first paid
photography gig, which I did for years - I got
paid f or doin g som et h in g I LOVE. It literally
changed my whole life.
My interest soon expanded to long exposure
photography, where it was all about the art. I
loved the artistic look and found it very
inspiring. It?s all about the art with long
exposure. I began with color and moved into
black and white, which is even more artistic to
me than color.
My current Passion Project is aer ial abst r act s
with my drone.

2. Where is your passion?
3. What are your values?
Just have a look at this magazine FULL of
images from other ?recruits.? You can see not
only the photographer ?s art, but also examples
of the camaraderie being created in this
growing group of photographers who are just
like you!
If you're interested in growing as a
photographer, learning in a fun and positive
environment, then join t h e Boot Cam p w ait in g
list and I'll let you know when it opens for
enrollment again. It?s a great way to get the
support and encouragement you?re looking for!

member s imag es

Photographer: BELINDA DAVIS | USA
CANON

5D MKIII | F/13 0.6SEC ISO100 |

EF 100MM

My Passion is Water drop Photography;
therefore I have posted my latest water drop. I
find it amazing to see the different shapes
created by water drops colliding. Who knew a
water drop could be so pretty ... simple yet so
complex.

Feedback: CHRISTINE ROCHER | A USTRALIA
I have tried this myself....and it is an addictive
technique.
Love the sharpness and the clean look of your
image. Were you using an electronic timing
device to produce the drops?

Reply: BELINDA DAVIS | USA
Yes I do use an electronic timing device to time
the drops. My Settings: Canon 5D Mark III f/13
0.6s ISO 100 Canon EF100mm Macro Lens,
along with speed lights off camera on each side.

Photographer: PHIL M ESSER | CANADA

Feedback: JUDY WARD | CANADA

CANON 7D | F/22 1/160SEC ISO 320 | 24MM
Passion project water in any state. This is a winter photo
taken in very cold conditions -28C This made it very
challenging to take the photo very quickly. I was trying to
show the incredible beauty and try to show how cold it
was using HDR.

My eye was drawn to the icy blue lip of the glacier
in the middle of the photo. The overall tone is very
consistent and works very well to convey the cold.
You say you used HDR? I like that you didn't
overcook it.

Photographer: KATHY POTTER
F/4 1/1600 SEC ISO 100

BEFORE

My passion is anything outside but mostly
sunsets and bird photography. As I live in
North Dakota, its tough to find birds in this
frigid weather, but I spend a lot of time in FL
so I will continue my bird photography there.
This photo was taken in FL and was a sunrise
shot. I will choose sunrise and sunset shots
as my passion project because there is one of
each every day.

Feedback: BRENT M AIL | AUSTRALIA

af t er

Great passion project Kathy Potter I'm a lover
of sunrise and sunsets too. Lovely image you
have shared with us here, those colours are
amazing and as you know sometimes it's
difficult to focus when shooting right into the
sun. My eye goes to the birds after looking at
the sun, which is great. Couple of things to
make this image better in my opinion.
Horizon might be slight off - not straight? I'd
also crop the right 3rd off the image so that
the sunrise is more on the right hand side rule of 3rds. Here's a quick crop on your
image - what do you think? Brent

Photographer: GARY EDWARDS | USA
F/13 1/100SEC ISO200 | 18-140MM

AT

56MM

I took while on a motorcycle trip to Arkansas. Saw
this critter just hanging there under a fire tower in
the mountains. Creepy!
But, I mean that in a good way though. The hairs
in it are so sharp it made me shutter. And the light
on the leg banding is great. Again, creepy!

Feedback: RONALD YOUNG | USA
That is a very impressive photo. Luckily I do not
have arachnophobia or I might have nightmares
thinking about that critter.
Great job of capturing a photo by shooting
something unexpected at the precise moment.

Photographer: STEPHEN BELLER | USA

Feedback: CHRISTINE ROCHER

1/3000SEC ISO800 | 18-55MM LENS (REVERSED)
I read online a while back that you can turn your lens around to
create a macro lens, rather than buying special lens. I reversed my
18-55mm lens and held it by hand against the camera body. This
bug is about the size of a large flea. It is in the middle of a tea-cup
rose. ..blossom, I'll upload a wider shot for perspective next.

Great shot Steve....I like how the bee is
sharp and the background melts and
fades away. Very effective, considering how
you have achieved this and how tricky it is
to get the bee sitting still :) Well done!

Photographer: LONE HAUERBERG JENSEN
DENM ARK
F/2.8 1/200 SEC ISO 1250 | 70MM
I have a Passion with Orchide, and lately I have practice
taking Photo in low light with high ISO. I would love to
take those very sharp photo, and I am practice that to.

BEFORE

af t er
Feedback: BRENT M AIL | AUSTRALIA
Here is a quick edit I did on your original image. See I
cropped if differently and if you zoom right in you'll see
that the petals look more natural (I think).
Also my white balance is different, more cool and I used
the radial filter to highlight the main flower, give it more
contrast and sharpness and a little more warmth.

Photographer: ALEX COOK | NEW ZEALAND

Feedback: VICKI M UDD | USA

This photo was taken on a privately owned island, which I visit once or twice
a year for work. Unfortunately this was the only shot I took of this scene,
wish I'd tried some different angles as I can see room for variety here. But I
still like it - if it looks like a little slice of paradise, it is! Drone photography is
a whole new world, so many possibilities. I still get slightly nervous each
time I send it out - will it come back? Because very occasionally, they don't!

The colors in the water are beautiful
and I really like the colors of the
rocks and the grass as well as the
different textures between rocks,
grass and water. Nice!

Photographer: ANNA BLACK | PORTUGAL
F/7.1 1/100SEC ISO400 | 18MM
In the long term I'd really like to develop my
photography in other areas (historical buildings,
landscapes, etc), but since my main photographic
subject these days is my kids, I'll start there!
Here's one I took the other day of my youngest. It was
hard to get any photo of her without her tongue
sticking out!!

BEFORE
AFTER

Feedback: BRENT M AIL | AUSTRALIA
Here is my edit of your image.
I opened the shadows, tried to crop it like you did and
then did a little magic to her eyes (opened shadows
more, increased exposure a little and added a little
saturation).

Photographer: SARA O'BRIEN | USA
F/6.3 1/200 SEC ISO200 | 135MM | 16-300MM LENS
This is a picture I took on the way home from
work. I took the long way so I could get the mail.
The sun was setting and we had a lot of snow a
day or two before. A wider angle and included the
road, sun, and house on the left. I zoomed in and
took the shot.
I have my camera set up for closest subject and
sometimes I have issues with the three focus
points in the viewfinder and keeping my focus on
where I want it. It may be the patience thing again.

Feedback: CHRISTINE ROCHER | AUSTRALIA
Very interesting shot Sara, love the sun rim on the
ice at the tips of the branches. I do feel is is a bit
dark overall and feels flat.
I think there is potential to make this pop, by
making the snow whiter. Have you thought of
using the 'dodge and burn' or the radial filter
tools, to whiten the snow?

Photographer: JANICE CHEN | AUSTRALIA
F/14 1/3SEC ISO100 | 28MM
This is sunset image of wild west coast of Auckland.
I want to use slower shutter speed to capture the
waves splash against the rocks, kind like silky
waters.

Feedback: LEILA SULLIVAN | USA
This photo seems beautifully composed--light to
dark, a bit of diagonal line, the spray is perfectly
captured and it reflects lovely sunset colors. If we
can't all travel the world, we can enjoy it through
our fotofriends' eyes.

Photographer: JUAN ACOSTA | USA
Interestingly enough I am scared of heights
but enjoy taking pictures of clouds. I was
able to get this picture traveling from
Cleveland to NY.
here is the updated picture from Lightroom.
Please let me know what you think
I use the graduated filter and worked on the
black point and the white point

Feedback: JEANNETTE RUSBATCH |
NEW ZEALAND
I love clouds too, Juan, - sometimes
dramatic, sometimes calming -always
changing :) , Lovely image - the colours are
pretty.

Photographer: ERIC VINCENT | USA
F/13 1/6SEC ISO100 | 26MM
I thought I would share another of my passions: Spirits,
Wines, and Beers.
In the spirit of St. Patrick's Day I thought I would shoot an
image of an Irish Whiskey, Jameson Caskmates (and enjoy
a little of it too).

Feedback: BRENT M AIL | AUSTRALIA
Love this image Eric, your lighting makes it so good. Rim
lighting like this is awesome.
I've photographed wine in my studio and it's the most
difficult thing I've ever shot in a studio - because of the
reflections.
The only way I could do it was to shoot 2 images and
blend them, you may want to try that with this image in
the future. This image and then one that is side/front lit.
Something I did was simply boost the mid tones in this
image in Photoshop.

Photographer: DORIS NELSON | USA
Hwy 101 | F/5.6 1/320 sec | 75mm
Image taken Off Hwy 101 south of Canon Beach, Or.
Handheld.

BEFORE
Hwy 101 n1/320 F/5.6 75mm 240120 f/4.0

Feedback & Edit: BRENT M AIL | AUSTRALIA

af t er

Here is my 30 sec edit of your image Doris - all I did
was adjust the levels in Photoshop. What do you
think? Brent

Feat ur ed Ar t ist

FEATURED ARTIST: CHRISTINE ROCHER | AUSTRALIA

Canon 5D MK III F/8.0 1/800 sec I SO 100 | 90mm Tamron macro
Part of my 'Fine Art' passion is looking at the fine detail. The morning sun was illuminating this frangipani leaf and I
wanted to capture the road map of veins. It is incredible to see up close. I purposely cropped the image this way to
emphasize the detail.

Feedback: NICK ELLIS | AUSTRALIA
This really works for me. I've tried to capture plant life in a similar vein (pun intended) with varying success. This I
think works because not only is the focus spot on but the strong diagonal leads the eye to the tip and then along the
top of the leaf, and then to the detail in the leaf.

Get t ing t o k no w o ur f eat ur ed ar t ist :
CHRISTINE ROCHER | AUSTRALIA
BRENT: Tell us about this image (the featured image on previous page): What was the
inspiration behind it? What was your process to get it? How did you do the post processing?
CHRISTINE: I had just received my Macro lens, and i wanted to put it to the test.
The morning sun was illuminating this frangipani leaf and i wanted to capture the road map
of veins. It was so incredible to see up close.
The leaf itself had leading and converging lines drawing the viewer in, and the light was just
sublime. I shot this with Canon 5D MkIII1/800sec ISO100 F/8.0 90mm Tamron Macro 1:1 (Such a
great piece of glass) In Lightroom, I used one of my fine art presets to set the scene, and then
added strong detail, using an (Anthony Morganti Macro Preset) to enhance the leaf. The result was
breathtaking!

BRENT: What is in your camera bag - in other words, what gear to you own?
CHRISTINE:
-

Canon 5D MkIII and Canon 700D EOS

-

Tamron 24-70mm Tamron 70-200mm

-

Tamron 90mm 1:1 Macro Canon 50mm 1.8 Tamron 16-300mm

-

Standard C-PL (Polarizing lens)

-

1 x NiSi 100x150mm Nano IR Soft Graduated Neutral Density Filter GND8 (0.9) 3 Stop

-

1 x Nisi 100x150mm Reverse Nano IR Graduated Neutral Density Filter ND8 (0.9) 3 Stop

-

1 x Nisi 100x100mm Nano IR Neutral Density filter ND8 (0.9) 3 Stop

-

1 x NiSi 100x100mm Nano IR Neutral Density filter ND64 (1.8) 6 Stop

-

1 x NiSi 100x100mm Nano IR Neutral Density filter ND1000 (3.0) 10 Stop

-

3 Legged Thing Punks COREY Tripod with AirHed Neo Ball Head

Ph o t o g r aph er : CHRISTINE ROCHER | AUSTRALIA

Ch r ist in e's f avor it e in spir at ion al qu ot e

"Onedoesn't stop seeing.
Onedoesn't stop framing.
I t doesn't turn off and turn on.
I t's on all thetime."
- Annie Leibovitz
BRENT: How do you educate yourself to improve your photography skills?
CHRISTINE: I am a self-taught photographer - using YouTube and purchased 'how to' videos, and hours and hours of practicing
different techniques.
Entering competitions, and joining a club where your images are given peer critique and are judged by official judges has taken my
photography to another level!

Ph o t o g r aph er : CHRISTINE ROCHER | AUSTRALIA
BRENT: What inspires and motivates you to continue taking pictures?
CHRISTINE: Being able to capture a moment in time that is only ever going to be there in that instant!
BRENT: Tell us about your post processing workflow and what software or tools you use.
CHRISTINE: I upload my images into Lightroom , tag keywords and sort from there. I have a basic preset when uploading: I always
take the highlights to -100 and the shadows to +100, as a starting point to work from.
I have created my own presets that have determined my style as a photographer but I have purchased presets that i use too
(including Brent Mail presets!)

BRENT: What is it you hope to express to your audience through your photography? What is your strategy for
accomplishing this goal?
CHRISTINE: That my audience can see how passionate I am about the Majesty around me. I aim to do this by always
photographing using my heart's eye!

BRENT: Is there anything else you?d like us to know about you or your photography? How can people find you on the web?
CHRISTINE: I am kind of like the new kid on the block, I haven't been photographing for long! I see the visual splendour around
me and it takes my breath away. I have a keen eye for the many moods of the face, a passion for the beauty seen in the diverse
Australian landscape and also buildings and structures and the vibrant street scenes are among my many obsessions.
My success stems from the patient and persistent pursuit of all the irreplaceable moments that generate the enchanted vibrancy of
the personalities encountered.
I am visible on social media in the following locations:
web: https:/ / www.rerro.photography
Insta: rerro.rocher.photography
Facebook: Rerro Rocher Photography

Ph o t o g r aph er : CHRISTINE ROCHER | AUSTRALIA

Feedback: JUDY WARD | CANADA
Your style does shine through in this 'fine art' series. There is good contrast between bright and darker sections of the
cluster of blossoms and the muted effect does add a touch of mystery, without detracting from the details of the
petals. I also think the image is well balanced...perhaps cropped a bit tight at the top, and to a lesser extent the
bottom? I do like it very much.

member s imag es

Photographer: JULIE NG | HONG KONG
F/8 1/80SEC ISO100
It's a bit difficult to pick one genre for my passion project.
Maybe I'll try landscape and cityscape first as these are the
kind of photos I shoot most. The subject in this photo is the
Tsing Ma Bridge in Hong Kong. It is "the world's 11th-longest
span suspension bridge, and was the second longest at time
of completion" as described in Wiki. It was the first time I
was able to get to the location that I could shoot right under
this bridge. It was supposed to be a restrictive area. I quite
like this perspective of seeing the bridge. I have adjusted the
exposure, increased a little bit of contrast and color
enhancement in post-processing.

Feedback: ALEX COOK | NEW ZEALAND
Striking image, great vanishing point perspective. At first I
didn't like that big lamp pole or whatever it is is right in the
middle of the bridge, but now I'm not sure - it helps give scale
but does it clutter the image or is it a focal point? I'm not
sure. Whatever, it is perfectly positioned or framed within the
span. I agree it would look good in black and white, can you
show us one of those? I wonder what it would look like if it
was cropped a bit from the top - might make the two pillars
stand out even more and I don't think you'd lose any of the
vanishing point effect. Cheers

Photographer: AM BER PALLAS | USA

Feedback: EREZ SHILAT | USA

F/3.5 1/640SEC ISO100| 14.3MM
It's been so hard for me to choose my passion
project. I really just love to capture a great image.
However, I really drawn to travel photography. I took
this image while we were adventuring around New
Zealand.

Love the B&W and the partition of the image to 3
almost equal regions. The dominant horizontal lines
are also beautifully done. You can enhance a little by
straitening the image according to the water line and
maybe emphasize a little more the clouds on the
mountains (matter of taste).

Photographer: CHRISTINE DOM INGO
It's true I am obsessed with bees but I also
love shooting birds (with a camera!). Here's a
snowy egret from my neighborhood trail. I
am fortunate to live walking distance to this
bay trail and habitat of all sorts of birds. I
took a lot of pictures of him in different
poses. Here's one of my favorites. It was a
sort of cloudy day but the sun was starting to
peak through before getting ready to set.

BEFORE
Feedback: BRENT M AIL | AUSTRALIA
Lovely image Chris - love that darker
background which makes your egret stand
out. Hope you don't mind but I did 2 quick
things in Photoshop with you image because
it looked too dark to me, this is probably
because of the overcast conditions and the
white bird making the auto exposure wonky.
QUICK EDIT: I used LEVELS, and simply
dragged the right hand level to the left
(adjusted the highlights).
Then I used CURVES and increased the mid
tones a little.

af t er

Photographer: LYNNE M URPHY | USA

Feedback: CHRISTINE ROCHER | AUSTRALIA

F/2.8 1/320SEC | 40MM
On the tree theme, I have been trying macros of
aspects of trees. In this case autumn leaves. I'm
not sure if one should use macro lenses for this
kind of shot. the focus was difficult as i was also
trying to capture water droplets.

A wonderful shot Lynne. Love the contrast of colours here,
very effective and the bokeh you have got from your lens is
lovely. Not sure if you have purposely cropped this shot this
way, but it would be a ripper of a shot if he leaf was not
slap bang in the middle. Well done, this is very pleasing to
the eye!

Photographer: VICKI M UDD | USA
I am very eclectic and will shoot just about
anything. While trying to figure out what my true
passion(s) is/are, I began to understand that
rather than a specific subject, I love to turn
images into paintings, and I will shoot relentlessly
if I can see the subject as a painting. That said,
one of the things that I love to shoot are
waterlilies, they look like a painting just being
themselves. Here is one of my favorites.

Feedback: RONALD YOUNG | USA
Wow, that is a fantastic photo. I love the purple
against the black background and the bright
yellow. You turned something somewhat ordinary
into a very lovely and impressive image.

Photographer: CRAIG M OSTERT | SOUTH AFRICA

Feedback: JUDY WARD | USA

This was a picture of a puppy I took at work. I
know its a bit blown out on the side but I just love
this capture.

This is a gorgeous shot. I like this, boosting the
contrast enhances the wrinkly expression. I love the
sharp focus on the eye and surrounding area.

Photographer: RODNEY CHARLTON | AUSTRALIA

Feedback: JUDY WARD | USA

F/11 1/125SEC ISO200 | 60MM
I have chosen insects. It was hard to choose as I am
interested in many different areas of photography,
however I have been concentrating on these little
creatures most recently. This shot was taken in my front
garden last weekend.

I am also a fan of how the darker background
helps the insect and twig stand out. I really enjoyed
checking out the hairs on the wasp and twig at this
full size on my computer. Good job, indeed.

Photographer: RJ | AUSTRALIA

Feedback: CHRISTINE DOM INGO

F/4 ISO3200 | 10MM | EFS10-18 LENS
Been shooting for about 45 years now - never stop learning. Passions
are widefield astro and night but I'll give most things a go. The Milky
Way shot is a single frame heavily post processed in Photoshop with
multiple layers, masks and adjustments to - well everything! It turned
out pretty well how I imagined it, I would have preferred landscape but
the galaxy is unforgiving.

Wow, that's amazing. I am only
recently starting to try to get some
night shots. I hope to get something a
quarter this great!!

Photographer: LONNIE | AUSTRALIA

Feedback: SARA O'BRIEN

F/9 1/250SEC ISO500 | 50MM
I currently have many passions but would have to say anything related to
Nature. This can include landscapes, animals, forests, water and so on.
This is called: 'The Tears of Freedom'. I actually felt guilty even taking this
picture. I hope he is happy but it might be my tears that I placed on him.

Love the color intensity in this image!

BEFORE

af t er

Photographer: SARA O'BRIEN | USA

Feedback & Edit: BRENT M AIL | AUSTRALIA

F/6.3 1/640 sec ISO 200 | Tamron 16-300 mm

Did a quick edit in Photoshop - adjusted the levels
only, also take your time and once you've chosen your
settings then give your right brain a chance to kick in,
and allow your creativity time to flow.

This is a full moon picture that I took when I got
home the other day. I adjusted the color slightly. I
love trees whatever the season, so I think I will work
on those.

Photographer: SARAH RODRIGUEZ | RUSSIA
F/3.4 1/800SEC ISO125 | 6.8MM
I keep working in my passion project! Second week, second
photo about "Still photography: Coffee". This time I tried
to place better the coffee beans (in a way that you can see
what they are!!) and I worked with a brand new ring flash I
got this week!! I always have light problems because I get
home late and I have no time to use natural light. I have
not much experience with flashes, so this project is
encouraging me to experiment a little.

Feedback: EREZ SHILAT | ISRAEL
Beautiful image! I love the composition and colors. Is
it an artistic choice or a technical issue to have the
beans out of focus? If it is a technical issue - have you
tried playing with focus stacking? Off camera light
can help you with the highlights. You can achieve
even more control by taking multiple images with few
direction of lights and combine them into a single
image, controlling final shading and highlights.

Photographer: EREZ SHILAT | ISREAL
F/13 1/4SEC ISO200 | 25.4MM
I'm from Israel and this image was taken near the
dead sea without a tripod. I enjoy landscapes, but I
enjoy even more playing with the images in
Photoshop to push them beyond that - trying to
emphasize feeling (limited success in that for now).

Feedback: JEANNETTE RUSBATCH | USA
I enjoy Landscapes too and in this image I love the rich
colour and texture of the rocks against the long exposure
of the water - quite striking.I haven't used Photoshop yet,
still learning Lightroom. is there a way in Photoshop to edit
out the stick in the water in the foreground? for some
reason that keeps drawing my eye away from the waterfall.

Photographer: PETER BRODY | USA
These pictures were taken while on a safari to
Kenya and Tanzania. I was lucky that I didn't
get much noise. Yes, the tree is the one seen in
so many African photos. I was in the right
place at the right time from our jeep. The shot
with the zebras could have been in either
Kenya or Tanzania. I found I had to increase
the ISO and shutter speed because I was
shooting from a distance and had to deal
with moving animals.r speed to capture the
waves splash against the rocks, kind like silky
waters.
F/8 1/500SEC ISO800 | 260MM
F/5.6 1/125SEC ISO200 | 300MM

Feedback: SARA O'BRIEN | USA
Beautiful! I am jealous, that is one place I would love
to photograph!

Reply: PETER BRODY | USA
Africa was one of the best trips that I have taken. I
highly recommend going if you ever have the
opportunity.

Photographer: JIM ALBERTSON | USA

Feedback: PETER BRODY | USA

F/3.4 1/800SEC ISO125 | 6.8MM
This image of "Grand Teton from Schwabacher Landing"
in Grand Teton National Park is one of my favorite spots
to take photos. I am 66 years old and not real tech
savvy. My passion is Grand Teton, Yellowstone and
Glacier national parks and the spectacular landscapes
& wildlife that call these three parks their home.

Hi, Jim. I wouldn't do anything with this shot. The
composition and colors are perfect. The reflection
is spot- on, too. Have you been to Chagrin Falls?
One of my classmates from Vet School lived there.
I remember visiting him while I was at Ohio State.
Cute city.

Photographer: DENIS O'BYRNE | IRELAND

Feedback: ERIC VINCENT | CANADA

F/8 1/80SEC ISO200 | FL18MM
On my walk about are of Christ Church Cathedral. It is one of
Dublin's oldest buildings and a place of pilgrimage for approx
1000 years. I will have to revisit on a better day weather wise.
From a photographic point of view it can be a stand alone project.
My walk about is is providing me with inspiration already.

Love these, big fan of architectural
photography and these are beauties! They
don't look overdone to me. Job well done in
my opinion.

Photographer: ALAN SHARP | AUSTRALIA

Feedback: CHRISTINE ROCHER

F/5.6 1/200SEC ISO100 | 10-22MM LENS| 22MM
Another one in addition to the Mustang I previously uploaded. As
my passion project is undoubtedly Hot Rods, Classic and custom
cars. This is definitely my favorite out of the two shots. Although
due to my passion project it can be hard to find a car to shoot, I
have had to work harder on my shots when they are available.

Awesome...I am so loving seeing your vintage
car images @Alan Sharp! Like the angle and
perspective here....me looking for unique
angles, I tend to fill the frame with certain
aspects on the car. Give it a try next time you
are at a car show!

Photographer: PHYLLIS KENNEDY | USA

Feedback: LEILA SULLIVAN | USA

F/7.1 1/125SEC ISO100 | 55MM 28-300LENS
The picture was taken in the town of Two Guns Arizona. Two
Guns was the site of a mass murder of Apaches by their Navajo
enemies in 1878. This structure was part of a trading post which
began in the 19th century, run by a couple of homesteaders.

Marvelous composition here--the diagonal
line of the stones, the red door right where
your eye first lands, just enough of the
foreground to enhance the desolate feel.
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